
Installation 
Instructions

for the RGB T3 RF System

#RGB-RF-AMP-T3
#RGB-RF-CONT-T3M
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IMPORTANT! ENSURE ALL AC POWER HAS BEEN SHUT OFF 
BEFORE PERFORMING THIS INSTALLATION!

*Items sold separately.

**Additional RGB T3 RF Receivers sold separately.

Parts Needed Tools Needed
x1 or More RGB Hardwire Connectors*
x1 or More RGB Tape Light Run(s)*
x1 RGB T3 RF Controller
x1 or More RGB T3 RF Receiver(s)**
x1 or More 24V DC Electronic Driver(s)*

x1 Phillips Head Screwdriver
x1 Wire Strippers

Using your RGB Hardwire Connector(s), wire the stripped ends of the 
connector to the OUTPUT end of the RGB T3 RF Receiver. Use the “R” 
terminal for the red wire, the “G” terminal for the green wire, the “B” 
terminal for the blue wire, and the “V+” terminal for the gray (or black) 
wire. Screw down each terminal using a Phillips head screwdriver to 
secure each wire.

Tip: You may have multiple RGB Hardwire Connectors running to the 
receiver. Ensure the wires fit properly into their corresponding terminals, 
and do not overcrowd the terminals with wiring. A junction box may be 
used before wiring the RGB Hardwire Connectors to the receiver to limit 
the number of wires in the terminals.

Loosen each INPUT terminal using your Phillips head screw-
driver to allow for each wire to fit.

Loosen each OUTPUT terminal using your Phillips head 
screwdriver to allow for each wire to fit. 

Wire the stripped positive (+) and negative (-) wires from 
your 24V DC Electronic Driver to their corresponding 
terminal on the INPUT side of the RGB T3 RF Receiver. 
Screw down each terminal using a Phillips head screwdriver 
to secure each wire.
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Wire your 24V DC electronic driver to your AC power line. 

With your RGB T3 RF Controller in hand, press the On/Off button to 
power the controller. For programming instructions, please see page 5.

Tip: The RGB T3 RF Controller may need to be charged before use. Charge 
the controller using the included mini USB cable. 
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1. This product should be installed and serviced by a trained professional.
2. This product is NOT waterproof and is intended for an indoor and dry environment only. 
3. Please ensure all output voltages comply with the working voltage of this product. 
4. Please ensure the appropriately sized wire is used from the RGB T3 RF Receiver to other compatible components.
5. Please do not attempt any modifications or repairs on this product. If a replacement unit is needed, please contact LEDI at (832) 717-2710.
6. This product has a 5 year limited warranty from the purchase date. 

ATTENTION

24V DC
Electronic Driver

120-277V 
AC Power

On/Off
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Multiple Receivers*

Single Receiver

Complete System
Wiring Diagram

for the RGB T3 RF System
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RGB
Hardwire Connector

RGB T3 RF Controller

RGB Tape Light

24V DC
Electronic Driver

120-277V 
AC Power

RGB T3 RF Receiver

*Additional Receivers Sold Separately.

Note: Use wiring diagram above for wiring each individual receiver.
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Programming the RGB T3 RF System: 
Pairing the T3 RF Controller to the T3 RF Receiver
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On

2 Seconds; Then Hold

2 Seconds; Then Hold

Press Until
the Green

Indicator Light 
Flashes

Select the same 
numeric value 
to pair to the 
same zone.

Select a 
different 

numeric value 
to pair to a 

different zone.

Press Until
the RED 

Indicator Light 
Flashes

On

Power on both the RGB T3 RF Controller and Receiver.

Press and hold the “On/Off” button on the RGB T3 RF 
Receiver for 2 seconds. The receiver will chime after 2 
seconds. While continuing to hold the “On/Off” button on 
the receiver, press the “1” key on the RGB T3 RF Controller. 
A green indicator light on the controller will flash, and a 
voice will prompt the receiver and controller are paired. 
Release all the keys.

To pair additional RGB T3 RF Receivers in the SAME zone, 
repeat step 2, using the same numeric value on the RGB T3 
RF Controller. 

To pair additional RGB T3 RF Receivers to a DIFFERENT 
zone, repeat step 2, but select a different numeric value from 
the one you used previously. There is a total of 10 zones 
available.

To cancel a connection, press and hold the “On/Off” button 
on the RGB T3 RF Receiver for 2 seconds. The receiver will 
chime after 2 seconds. While continuing to hold the “On/
Off” button on the receiver, press the desired numeric value 
(1-10) on the RGB T3 RF Controller pertaining to the paired 
receiver you wish to cancel. A red indicator light will flash on 
the controller, and a voice will prompt the pairing has been 
cancelled. Release all the buttons. To reset the connection, 
repeat step 2.
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Programming the RGB T3 RF System: 
Controller Functions

Preset Scenes

Scene Saving

Zone Selection

The RGB T3 RF Controller offers 18 preset scenes. To cycle through these preset scenes, 
simply press the “    ” key until you find the desired effect. All scenes may have both their 
speed and brightness adjusted. See the chart below for each of the 18 available preset 
scenes.

The RGB T3 RF Controller has two keys that allow you to save a scene to quickly access 
it. To save a scene, simply cycle to the desired scene, then press and hold the “     ” key for 
three seconds. The scene can then be accessed at anytime by pressing the “     ” key. 
Repeat this process to save a scene to the “       ” key. 

To select any zone, simply press one of the ten Zone Selection Keys. Selecting a single 
zone will allow you to change the colors, effects, etc. of that zone. To select all zones, 
press the “   ” key twice. Selecting all zones will allow you to change the colors, effects, 
etc. of every programmed zone all at once.

No. No.Scene Name Scene Name

1 10

2 11

3 12

4 13

5 14

6 15

7 16

8 17

9 18

3-Color Skip

7-Color Skip

White Strobe

7-Color Strobe

RGB Fade In/Out

Red to Green Transition

Red to Blue Transition

Green to Blue Transition

Red to Yellow Transition

Green to Cyan Transition

Blue to Purple Transition

Blue to Cyan Transition

Red to Purple Transition

Blue to White Transition

Full Color Transition

Yellow/Purple/Cyan Transition

Red/Green/Blue Transition

Green to YellowTransition



Charging

Resetting the Controller

To charge the RGB T3 RF Controller, connect the USB cable (included) to a USB charging 
adapter (not included) or computer. A blue, flickering light will indicate the controller is 
charging and will turn green once the controller is fully charged. 

For additional information or assistance, please contact LEDI’s Design Department at 832-717-2710, 
or designs@ledinspirations.com

To reset the controller, press the “      ” and “    ” keys simultaneously. Release the keys after 
three seconds. The controller should power off. Press the “On/Off” key to power the 
controller back on. 
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